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“Communication” as a theme of medieval studies is no longer new, but it still attracts the attention
of many historians, who publish plenty of works on this topic. These works cover a wide range of
themes related to various modes of communication — written, unwritten, and non-verbal ones.[1]
   As regards the early Middle Ages, especially the Carolingian age, there are also recent important contributions to this field of research. Regarding research concerned with royal government,
it is worth referring, for example, to the works of Rosamond McKitterick and Martin Gravel on
the political communication within the Frankish kingdom, which made royal government possible under Charlemagne and Louis the Pious.[2] Capitularies, reckoned among the most important
normative texts of the age, can no longer be regarded merely as royal decrees. Many of the texts
counted in the category of capitularies[3] are now considered as parts of a communication process
between the king and his elites, which promoted the political integration of the Frankish kingdom.[4]
In the political communication between the center and regions on the level of royal government, an
important role was played by missi dominici (royal envoys), who were in many cases the first users
of capitularies. Carolingian missi, who were regarded by earlier studies as royal agents controlling
regional officials, mostly belonged to the political elite, and their power was based in regions where
they came from, held office, or owned land property. Thus, they could represent the interests of the
monarch, of their peers, of their regional fellows and followers, and of themselves in the political
communication at the highest level.[5] However, we must never forget that such widely extended
communication centered around the royal court and on general assemblies was based on and connected with small-scale communication at the local level, such as at regional assemblies.
   Royal diplomas are now also studied in the context of communication. On the one hand, a
variety of literal and visual elements in them are considered as expressions of political messages.
On the other, each issuing process of a diploma is regarded as a process of communication.[6] Thus,
we can construe an issuing act of a diploma as a publicly staged performance, or as an issuing ritual.
Geoffrey Koziol emphasizes the “performative” aspects of royal diplomas and their use, arguing that
they were “issued in order to institute, publicize, and memorialize crucial alterations in the political
regime.”[7]
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   Other communication methods like envoys, messengers, and letters are also gathering attention, because they can be undoubtedly considered among the most important “media” in early
medieval long-distance communication. With regard to early medieval letters and letter-communication,[8] Achim Thomas Hack’s book about the letter collection known as the Codex Carolinus
must be cited. He explored how communication through letters was and could be established. His
meticulous research on early medieval letter-praxis reveals not only the meanings of literal elements in letters like salutations, forms of address, closing prayers, and so on, but also the functions
of envoys as letter-bringers and the presents that accompanied letters.[9] On envoys and messengers who were sent both with and without letters, Volker Scior published a series of articles and
revealed the contemporary images of, expectations about, and functions of envoys in the context
of early medieval communication-praxis. According to Scior, a faithful and reliable envoy should
make communication between the two parties distanced spatially possible and stable as an agent
physically representing his sender. Envoys acted at the intersection of written, oral, performative,
and symbolic communication.[10]
   With regard to the aforementioned early medieval symbolic communication, Ilder H. Garipzanov studied “a symbolic language used in the indirect communication of Carolingian authority,”
dealing with “media” like various titles, monarchical signs, coins, images and portraits, and liturgy.
[11]

   This short survey can reveal that various materials, people, and acts are now studied in terms
of communication. This collection of articles was planned to swim with the tide of recent historiography. Four Carolingianists tackle the theme of “communication techniques and their effects” with
a question in mind: “how” did people in the Carolingian age use the various communication media
available to them? Through the reexamination of the so-called Capitulary of Frankfurt and the reception of the Admonitio generalis in Bavaria, Takuro Tsuda urges us to change our understanding
about political communication under Charlemagne. Shigeto Kikuchi attempts to reconsider the
sanction clauses in Carolingian diplomas and contextualize their use. Martin Gravel focuses on
original royal letters to reconsider Hartmut Hoffmann’s paradigm concerning letters and messengers. Sakae Tange, analyzing various documents concerning monasteries, especially around Adalhard of Corbie, attempts to reconstruct some features of “local communication” between the elites
(including royal inquiry commission) and local inhabitants (including local monastic agents), as
well as among the latter. All the contributions shall provide new insights into Carolingian society.
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